Scene

Rattlesnake season is here, watch your step!

See Scene, page 8

Outdoors

Climbers rock-out at Yellowjacket Tower.

See Outdoors, Page 12

Sports

Intramurals wrap up spring season.

See Sports, Page 13
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 ROTC holds ceremony to commemorate years at Central and honor cadets

Air Force and Army ROTC cadets stand in formation to honor President McIntyre at the 13th Annual Presidential Day Retreat and Awards Presentation held last Saturday. The cadets participated in a military parade and inspection in front of approximately 200 spectators. State and local organizations presented awards to individual cadets. The ceremony was also a commemoration of the Air Force ROTC's 50th year and the Army ROTC's 20th year at Central.

“Quality of Life” Building Committee announces timeline

by Shane Cleveland
Staff reporter

Current Central students have taken the effort to improve campus life for future students. The “Quality of Life” Building Committee, with the help of 1,600 survey participants and the nearly 200 students involved in focus groups, have prepared a plan to present to the Board of Trustees (BOT) at their June meeting for a new student union and recreation center.

The plan is to build two connected but separate buildings. One building will be intended for recreational use and the other to replace the SUB.

The separate facilities will not be built at the same time. The recreation building is slated for construction first.

“Students surveyed said they wanted the rec building first, probably because we don’t have anything like it right now,” Maren Oates, ASCWU president and committee chair, said.

Opening as early as 2004, the recreation center might house things such as: basketball/multipurpose courts, a weight room, cardiovascular equipment, an indoor track and climbing wall.

Construction of the recreation center would cost in the area of $22 million dollars. Students enrolled from the time the facility opened would pay $64 per quarter.

The new student union building will be built next and open in 2006.

Besides all of the things available in the SUB, requests have been made for a day care, copy center, post office and banking services.

The student union building will be more expensive to build. The $38 million dollar price tag requires a $95 dollar fee per quarter for students enrolled when the building opens.

These facilities will help Central compete with Washington State University and Western Washington University in recruitment, which have built similar facilities.

“Anything that contributes to the appearance of campus and campus life is a factor in recruitment and retention,” Oates said.

The BOT will make the final decisions on the size and costs of the projects. Their approval will set the stage for the planning and design of the buildings.

Online voting was a popular polling location

by Matt Erickson

After studying the log files from the online election system, I have learned more about Central's students than the voting system itself. I was glad to see that online voting itself was successful. Two hundred and seventy six students, or 31 percent of the voters, used the online system. That makes it the second most popular polling site, next to the SUB, where about 350 students voted. This is especially surprising given the frustrating and difficult system of GroupWise registration required to authorize the voters.

Yet, overall voter turnout was not significantly increased from previous years. I was hoping online voting would make the elections more accessible and therefore more popular, especially at the extended degree centers. That was not the case. Central averages about 10 percent voter turnout, and this year with 876 voters was no exception.

As far as I can tell from the log files, no more than 10 to 15 people voted online from the centers, and even that is an optimistic estimate.

See VOTING, Page 3
Central Washington University chemistry professor Anthony Diaz recently received a $40,000 grant from Sylvania to conduct research into improving phosphors for use in mercury-free lighting and flat-screen televisions.

Sylvania is the North American operation of OSRAM GmbH of Germany, one of the world's leading manufacturers of lighting products for industrial and commercial users. The company received a grant, totaling $300,000 from the United States Department of Energy (DOE).

Phosphors are ceramic oxide powders painted onto the inside of fluorescent lamps. The powders give off light when they absorb energy from the mercury-plasma discharge taking place in the lamp.

All fluorescent lamps currently use mercury. When an electrical current passes through the lamp, mercury is vaporized into the arc stream and generates ultra-violet light. When the ultraviolet light strikes the lamp's phosphor coating, it is converted to visible light.

Sylvania is trying to find alternative methods for lighting because mercury damages the environment. When the bulbs burn out and are disposed of, the mercury leaks into the soil and pollutes rivers and lakes. Fish are exposed to the mercury which can concentrate in the tissue of humans or wildlife eating the fish. If contaminated fish are eaten on a regular basis, mercury concentrations can become high enough to cause damage to a human's central nervous system, especially children.

Approximately one-third of the mercury entering the atmosphere comes from natural sources. The remaining two-thirds is caused by human activity, such as burning coal or using mercury in products. It is important to point out that fluorescent lighting is a better choice economically and environmentally because it reduces the amount of mercury released into the atmosphere from coal-burning power plants. Because of environmental concerns, mercury doses in fluorescent lamps have been reduced by as much as four times over the past 15 years.

Large concentrations of a brighter yellow phosphor, such as the ones used in Sylvania lamps, are not good for people's eyes and have affected the vision of some older people. Diax will conduct research to find a way to make the phosphors stand up to the harsher environment found in xenon tubes, rather than mercury ones.

He added that one of the problems with the current generation of flat screen television sets using xenon-discharge technology. He pointed out that the brightness significantly drops off after three years.

The grant will be used to fund both equipment purchases and student salaries. The equipment purchases will take place over the next few months.

The history of Memorial Day

by Jacqulyn Diteman
Staff reporter

This weekend marks the first Memorial Day of the millennium. It is the holiday that starts off the feel of summer. The barbecues are dusted off, the kegs are filled, music drifts through the air from house to house and friends get together to make new memories.

This is what Memorial Day means for many people, but is not what the day was set aside for. With the exception of the Gulf War, the majority of young Americans have lived in peaceful times and, like so many holidays, the true meaning of Memorial Day has been lost.

Originally called Decoration Day, Memorial Day was first recognized as an official holiday on May 30, 1868, three years after the Civil War ended. It was made a holiday for people to celebrate and remember the people who died while fighting for the United States. It is traditionally marked with parades, ceremonial speeches and the decoration of graves with flowers and flags.

In the midst of the Vietnam War, 197 years after the original Memorial Day, the holiday was federally changed to the last Monday in May, where it remains today.

During the first 75 years of the 20th century, the U.S. was shrouded in war. Thousands of American men and women had their lives cut short while defending the stars and stripes.

A new Bush is in administration and the relatively peaceful times our country has enjoyed have been challenged with clashes with China and the pressure for U.S. intervention in the Middle East. These events have brought a new meaning to the holiday for many and enforced what has always been important for others.

"It is a way for us to honor and give tribute to the military forces of this country," Kevin Wesolowski, Central Washington University assistant professor for military science and army captain, said. "The ones that have died have sacrificed their lives for a bigger cause."

This weekend, take a moment to remember those who sacrificed for our freedom.
Small offense leads to larger problems

Central Washington University Public Safety Officer Jason Berthon-Koch and Washington State Trooper Bart Olson arrest a minor was charged with a DUI after driving on a service drive at Student Village at 2 a.m. Saturday morning. Berthon-Koch said that often times multiple violations occur with a single offense such as driving with a headlight out or driving on a service drive. Penalties for a minor who receives a DUI include fines, suspension of driving privileges for 90 days, and a mandatory day in jail. Students are reminded not to drink and drive.

VOTING: 10 percent of students voted

Continued from Page 1

Is advertising the problem? Possibly, but our impressive Campus Life publicity office, who includes the election commission in their many responsibilities, certainly are not responsible for the low voter turnout.

Perhaps there isn’t a problem at all. Maybe, only 10 percent of Central students are interested in choosing their Board of Directors. If that is true, if we have reached the “glass ceiling” of apathy, should we do anything about it?

Please understand that I’m not angry or frustrated with the results. I’m just curious. I would sincerely like to know if the election commission and the Board of Directors should try harder, and if so, what should we do?

The lesson we learn, then, is two-fold. First, online voting is well-received and utilized by a significant portion of students who would have voted even if online voting did not exist. Second, we learn online voting cannot be thought of as a panacea, a cure-all, for our low-voter turnout.

Am I missing something here? Do you have other reasons why students abdicate collegiate suffrage? Email me at vote@CWU.edu.

Introducing
Ellensburg’s newest eatery
RED HORSE DRIVE IN
1518 Cascade Way
hours: 6-8 Sun-Thurs
6-10 Fri-Sat
(509) 925-1956

Back to the Good Old Days – 50’s theme
music and tv
with Charbroiled burgers
Steak Fries and Onion Rings
Sandwiches: two types of Chicken, Fish, BLT,
Ham and Cheese
basket of Popcorn Shrimp
hot dogs and a childrens menu
assorted hot and cold drinks:
Espresso, Italian Soda, Granitas, Coffee

Drive-up window for fast beverage service
indoor and outdoor seating

MAY SPECIAL
Buy one 16 oz. espresso, get a second 16 oz espresso FREE
Only from 6 am to 10 am Mon - Fri
Dine in or Drive thru
CDS helps pair students with jobs

by Shane Cleveland
Staff reporter

Unless they are planning to pursue further education, this year's graduates will be thrust into the real world. A good job is essential to surviving out there. Career Development Services (CDS) has prepared many seniors to enter the job market, but it is not too late for students to take advantage of their services.

Without even visiting their office, students can register on the CDS Web site and post resumes, view job listings and participate in on-campus interviews.

CDS strongly recommends students become acquainted with their services to ensure they will have all necessary tools to enter a career.

Mano Fooladi, interim assistant director of CDS, said the first step is students to develop a strong resume.

"You must start early and be patient," Fooladi said.

"There are 16 to 20 million careers out there. If undecided, where do you begin?" Fooladi said to decide what is most important in a job, whether it be money, time or anything else.

"A lot of people decide money is most important but a few years down the line are unhappy with their job. Do what makes you happy," Fooladi said.

A CDS counselor may suggest students take some tests to help in making a career choice. Like CDS, the tests cannot make a final decision, but they can open a window to direct and prioritize thoughts. Fooladi recommends not going into the test with a pre-determined outcome, it will affect the results.

"A test won’t answer all of your problems," Fooladi said.

"If students are not out of here next month and still have questions or concerns, don’t give up hope. CDS will still gladly help in any way. Even after graduation, CDS welcomes alumni in need of help.

CDS is located in Barge 202 and 468 fall quarter. More information on campus crime and updates on cases visit the campus police web site at www.CWU.edu/-police.

Rogue ferret pursues math degree

Students at Boeing Hall were surprised Monday by a foot-long streak of blonde fur that navigated the breezeway at the front of the building and headed for the safety of the vending machine. It was intercepted by Mark Kendrick, senior business major, who held it until the police arrived. The fugitive was held at the animal shelter until Tuesday, when its owner bailed it out. A shelter employee said that the ferret apparently suffered no ill effects from its apprehension and detention.

The three ferrets pictured below refused to comment on the runaway ferret's name or address. The regulator's office has no knowledge of the ferret's educational status.

WORLDBEAT

United States

Bill would ban use of cell phones while driving

Lawmakers introduced a bill in congress that would ban the use of handheld cell phones while driving. The Senate version would ban all cell phone use while driving, House version would allow the use of hands free devices.

Politicians ask for price caps on electricity

California politicians asked a federal appeals court to place a price cap on wholesale electricity. The move for a price cap comes after the prices for electricity reached as high as $1,900 per megawatt hour.

House approves bill for WW II memorial

A bill that would expedite the construction of a memorial to veterans of World War II has finally been given approval by the House. The bill ends a legal dispute over the memorials design and places restrictions on the authority of three oversight commissions to delay further construction.

Argentina honey producers protest tariff

Hundreds of honey producers gathered outside the Government House in Buenos Aires, Argentina to protest hefty new tariff on honey imports. Of the 80,000 tons of honey produced in Argentina, half of it is exported to the United States.

New cases of foot-and-mouth disease found in British livestock

Nineteen new cases of foot-and-mouth disease have been reported in the Yorkshire Dales, a north England region that was previously unaffected. British officials hoped that the disease was in decline until the announcement of the outbreak.

Cease-fire falls through amid accusations

Palestinians rejected the Israeli cease-fire calling it a maneuver. The Israeli troops are now under orders not to fire unless fired upon in life threatening situations.
Sure, you could get a summer job at the mall. But then you’d spend it all where you work. So why not get a job that offers you a lot more than just a paycheck?

Like a jump-start on your resume or a chance to earn a scholarship. And most importantly, an opportunity to prepare yourself for life after graduation. After all, isn’t your future worth more than minimum wage?

www.workforstudents.com

Interview now! Positions start after finals!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>206-364-9140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacoma</td>
<td>253-983-0170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene</td>
<td>541-484-2807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitsap County</td>
<td>360-613-9713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Way/Kent</td>
<td>253-520-1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver</td>
<td>360-573-1868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakima</td>
<td>509-469-3520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bellingham</td>
<td>360-756-1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairbanks</td>
<td>907-474-1711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>303-306-1247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>801-567-1389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan</td>
<td>435-755-6145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs</td>
<td>719-227-9436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulder</td>
<td>303-442-7777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boise</td>
<td>208-685-0266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin Falls</td>
<td>208-737-0660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missoula</td>
<td>406-721-0282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympia</td>
<td>360-236-0944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane</td>
<td>509-892-1723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaverton</td>
<td>503-297-2503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>907-562-8880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>503-771-9931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everett</td>
<td>425-290-8942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewiston</td>
<td>208-748-7777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenatchee</td>
<td>509-663-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-Cities</td>
<td>509-943-2246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provo</td>
<td>801-224-2081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogden</td>
<td>801-525-9675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. George</td>
<td>435-627-8618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ft. Collins</td>
<td>970-416-1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Junction</td>
<td>970-242-6548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocatello</td>
<td>208-232-1391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings</td>
<td>406-896-8885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Letters to the Editor

The people have spoken

Dear Editor,

I am extremely disappointed in the letter written by Skyler Zoppi and Shawn Palmer of ASCWU-BOD printed in last week's Observer. It was seen by many to be very inappropriate for these two individuals to express their opinions concerning the BOD elections in this manner. How much confidence do they have in the students they represent if they question the person they elect as their next president? How can they say that they have represented students over the past year if they bluntly accuse the student body of making a poor choice for leadership? This is not how a representative government operates.

The students of CWU have chosen their new BOD President, Dustin Stahl. For some reason, Zoppi and Palmer are having trouble dealing with this fact. The student body of Central is at an advantage with Mr. Stahl as their ASCWU President. Mr. McMichael was an excellent candidate for President, duly qualified for the office. Mr. Stahl is also well qualified and will serve the students of Central well. The people have made their choice. Zoppi and Palmer must accept this fact and move on.

—Jerry Erickson

Concepts commented on

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to almost the entire opinion section of the May 17 issue of the Observer. First a brief disclaimer: The following thoughts are not meant as an attack on the authors, but rather a critique of various concepts put forth by those authors.

In my opinion, the most striking piece was entitled "ASCWU does little for students". The basic idea is that failure to vote is a legitimate form of protest. Failure to vote is a viable vote. If you do not know where the BOD office is, then you must not care enough to look for it. Information is yours for the taking; it will not be given in last week's Observer. It was seen by many to be very inappropriate for these two individuals to express their opinions concerning the BOD elections in this manner. How much confidence do they have in the students they represent if they question the person they elect as their next president? How can they say that they have represented students over the past year if they bluntly accuse the student body of making a poor choice for leadership? This is not how a representative government operates.

The students of CWU have chosen their new BOD President, Dustin Stahl. For some reason, Zoppi and Palmer are having trouble dealing with this fact. The student body of Central is at an advantage with Mr. Stahl as their ASCWU President. Mr. McMichael was an excellent candidate for President, duly qualified for the office. Mr. Stahl is also well qualified and will serve the students of Central well. The people have made their choice. Zoppi and Palmer must accept this fact and move on.

—Jerry Erickson

Remembrance should be included in holiday plans

(From The Civil War) created in this country what had never exist­
ed before: a national consciousness. It was not the salvation of the Union; it was the rebirth of the Union.

—Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924) Memorial Day Address (1915)

Memorial Day and Labor Day are holidays that traditionally mark the beginning and ending of summer. These three day weekends are notorious for camping, concerts and department store sales.

Somewhere in the midst of gassing up the car and packing up the camping equipment, the true meaning of Memorial Day has been forgotten.

Memorial Day has been over-commercialized just like every other holiday. This extra hurry urging consumers to buy flowers and hit special weekend sales helps Americans to forget what the extra day off is even for.

—Kiley Sharpe

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY

The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters must be typed and less than 350 words. All letters must include the name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an individual.

The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar, libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published. Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, Central, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509) 963-1027.

We take for granted what generations before ours have given up to insure our right of freedom. For the 20 year-old student, a draft has never called siblings and friends away to serve in the armed forces and fortunately the closest some of us have ever come experiencing anything war-like is passing an ROTC cadet on the mall.

Many great battles have rattle our past. Many of which are learned in history classes and then are quickly forgotten after the test. The Battle of Verdun, for instance, in 1914, is considered one of the greatest in world history. There were over 700,000 casualties in just two months.

The battle of Gettysburg is eloquently appropriate for remem­bering those who fought to bring freedom to our own country.

"The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced."

—Abraham Lincoln, Gettysburg Address, 1863.

Contrary to what Lindon said, it is the speech we remember and not the actual battle. These people gave their lives for us— they have died to protect our way of life. Their fight should be remembered.

Before you don your swimsuit and jump into an ice-cold river or lake this weekend, stop and think about the freedom we have and take for granted.

—Kiley Sharpe

LETTERS: Opinions continued

Continued from page 6

Dear Editor,

I would like to add a few points to your story about the automatic faucets. I am glad to see automatic faucets across campus, as they help with water conservation and germs, but there are two problems with these new bathrooms. At Black Hall the automatic faucets do not work in the sinks and not all over the counter. The high water pressure causes the water to spray onto the countertops, and your clothing, during use. Sometimes there is more water on the countertops than in the sinks themselves.

-Nate Harris

Intolerance of intolerance

This letter is written regarding and in response to hateful, threatening and slanderous postcards sponsored by several Beck residents last Thursday. These individuals attempted to stifle the joyful, celebratory mood of GALA’s Pridefest 2001 barbeque, by hanging anti-gay propaganda outside their windows, so I appreciate not having to turn the water on and off, so whose idea was it to put door handles that must be touched to enter and exit bathroom stalls. I also do not understand the need for automatic faucets. I am glad to see automatic faucets across campus, as they help with water conservation and germs, but there are two problems with these new bathrooms. At Black Hall the automatic faucets do not work in the sinks and not all over the counter. The high water pressure causes the water to spray onto the countertops, and your clothing, during use. Sometimes there is more water on the countertops than in the sinks themselves.

-Nate Harris
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Snakes rattle Central

by Andrew Fickes
Staff reporter

Being bitten by a snake is a terrible misfortune. Fortunately for Jared Horrocks, a Central Washington University senior majoring in biology and Spanish, his many encounters with snakes have not warranted a single bite.

"Half of all bites are non-venomous and just serve as a warning from the snake," Horrocks said. "If you are bit, don't freeze it, don't shock it, just go to the hospital."

During the past three years, Horrocks has caught hundreds of snakes. He begins hunting in spring, the time of year when snakes come out of hibernation and begin foraging for food. Horrocks hunts for the Northern Pacific Rattlesnake, Kittitas Valley's common breed of snake in dens on taluses. Taluses are large broken chunks of basalt located on the bottom of south-facing slopes, often located close to water sources.

"They're very cryptic creatures and hard to see," Horrocks said. "They're usually very silent until you get right near them."

Horrocks was one of many students to present undergraduate work at Central's SOURCE program last Thursday. Horrocks did his presentation on the standard metabolic rate of the Northern Pacific Rattlesnake. Metabolism is important in any species of animal, affecting growth, sex, body size and cellular processes.

"Not much has been done on the Northern Pacific Rattlesnake," Horrocks said. "They're a reptilian enigma."

For his study, Horrocks used 25 rattlesnakes he captured from six separate dens during the last two springs. Results of his work showed a lower metabolic rate in the Northern Pacific Rattlesnakes than other rattlesnakes. The Northern Pacific Rattlesnake's metabolic rate is dependent on its mass. There is also no correlation between sex or growth related to metabolism.

Horrocks' study is just one of many contributions to better understanding rattlesnakes.

Horrocks said when people say to kill rattlesnakes, it's based on their fear and their ignorance of snakes. Two myths of rattlesnakes are that younger snakes are more venomous than the adults and rattlesnakes are aggressive. Both are wrong.

"There is no such thing as an attacking snake," Horrocks said. "They're more afraid of you than you are of them. They want nothing to do with you."

Central's science department has possessed six Ellensburg-native rattlesnakes, a king snake, a python and a small gazer. Alex Mandujano, the department's science technician, hopes to have the King snake, the gazer and Cico the python on display by Monday, May 28th. They will be encased in three viewing windows on the first floor lobby of the science building.

"We're hoping to set the exhibit up in a way that allows the animals to be viewed from any angle," Mandujano said. After graduation, Horrocks is planning to pursue research on reptiles or some other animal species in a Spanish-speaking country.

Pizza, coffee and fresh grooves

by Paula Colucci
Staff reporter

Before hitting the bars on Wednesday nights, stop in to Papa John's Coffeehouse (located in Club Central in the SUB) for some free music, pizza, tea and coffee.

Shows begin at 8 p.m. and are organized by Central student Andrew Fickes.

Sponsored by Starbucks and Papa John's Pizza, Papa John's Coffeehouse is a concert series program every Wednesday featuring all styles of music: folk guitar, local rock bands, kits and comedy acts.

estefiendra played Wednesday, May 16, bringing Central a dose of jazz. Band members Jackie Meline (vocals), Jen Richardson (piano) and Jessica Bissett (bass) are Central music students.

Their drummer, Nicole Mirabelli, was unable to attend.

"It's a good place for local bands to show their stuff and get stage experience," Fickes said.

Artists interested in showcasing their talents next year should call Andrew Fickes at 963-1450.

"It's good to come out and support your fellow students. Who knows, maybe you'll know a future superstar," Fickes said.

Papa John's Coffeehouse will conclude this year's season with a show on Wednesday, May 30. The show will be held at Starbucks in appreciation for their continued sponsorship. Folk guitarist David Harris will play starting at 8 p.m. Artists interested in showcasing their talents next year should contact Andrew Fickes at 963-1450.

"It's good to come out and support your fellow students. Who knows, maybe you'll know a future superstar," Fickes said.
Miss Cornstoc music festival took over Barto lawn.

Sunday evening’s closing performer Steve Fisk, in a story told onstage, likened the show to another Central event back in 1988. Faith No More and a then unknown band called Soundgarden played for an audience of about five people while thousands of students went about their weekend business not knowing what they were missing.

Cornstoc’s assistant coordinator Jeffro Cleveland had nothing but good things to say about this weekend’s performances. “Aside from the poor turnout, everything went better than planned,” Cleveland said. “The bands were just incredible. They really got into it even though there were only 20-50 people in the crowd at a time.”

Saturday’s performances included Ranny Fort Charm and Love as Laughter as well as Joe Preston performing as a one-man act called The Thrones.

Sunday’s nice weather brought out larger crowds to see such acts as former Popolca member Justin Davis, performing an acoustic set, and Tight Bros., described by Cleveland as a mix of Led Zeppelin and AC/DC, giving an especially energetic performance.

Fisk closed the show on Sunday evening, playing an atypical set of ambient music with a keyboard and mid-sequencing gear as the sun set.

For those who missed this year’s event, you will have another chance when Miss Cornstoc happens again this time next year. You may just catch a free show by the next Soundgarden.
Dr. Drew heated up Nicholson

by Heather Bell
Asst. Scene editor

Instincts, anal sex and drugs were some of the hot topics discussed by renowned radio and television personality Dr. Drew Pinsky, well known for his days on MTV’s “Loveline.”

Dr. Drew came to Central Washington University last Friday, May 25 to speak to students and answer questions in a manner similar to the “Loveline” format, except sidekick Adam Corolla was not along to offer his usual comical advice.

The key piece of advice that Dr. Drew had to offer was this: always follow your instincts.

"Listen to that little voice inside of you, it never leads you wrong," Dr. Drew said.

In the fall of 1983, Dr. Drew was propositioned by a friend to join a fellow neighbor on a radio program in Los Angeles that took questions about relationships. The show ran from midnight to 3 a.m and there was never a shortage of callers.

"It couldn’t believe all these amazing and serious questions were being presented to FM disc jockeys," Dr. Drew said.

Dr. Drew went on to say in 1983 there was no such thing as "safe sex" or talk of HIV and AIDS.

Since 1983, Dr. Drew has seen a great deal of change in young people, heard just about every question imaginable and continued to follow his instincts which led him to hook up with co-host Adam Corolla, who adds raunchy comedy to Dr. Drew’s medical knowledge.

The audience was attentive throughout the talk and asked questions that ranged from, “What do I do? My dad and brother talk about porn all the time,” to "Why do men have nipples?" No question seemed to faze Dr. Drew. He had insightful, funny and informative answers for everyone.

One important message Dr. Drew had for the audience was about the dangers of ecstasy, a drug which continues to gain popularity.

"It’s the drug that scares me the most," Dr. Drew said. "I treat ecstasy related brain damage everyday."

A number of other questions were about the use of marijuana. Dr. Drew confirmed that people do become addicted to the drug, but added legalization of it would be beneficial to terminally ill patients.

After the show, students lined up to get autographs and waited patiently while Dr. Drew escaped for a short press conference.

Overall, Dr. Drew was a success. He was perceptive, humorous and a wealth of information. Financially, Central lost some money on the event, due to a lower turnout then expected.

Trevor Zandell asks Dr. Drew if he and sidekick Adam Corolla have any off-air fights. Dr. Drew was able to give all questions an intelligent, and often humorous answer, even without the help of Corolla.

Those who missed the show also missed out on a once in a lifetime chance to meet a celebrity right here at Central and possibly clear up any confusion about sex, drugs or anything else.

Fashion models strut Central's catwalk

By Jaimee Castaneda
Staff reporter

Celebrating its fifth year, Central Washington University’s fashion show production class transformed the SUB Ballroom on Saturday, May 19 into a fashion playground for upcoming local businesses. Clothing provided by J.C. Penney, Mariposa, Buckle, Mervyn’s, Fred Meyer, The Bon Marché and the University Store helped fulfill the necessary requirements for a fashion presentation.

The show included an opportunity to enter in a free raffle for door prizes such as gift certificates, clothing and a mini refrigerator. Part of the proceeds that came from the auction that followed the show were donated to the Lori Chandler fund, which was this year’s charity choice. The other part of the money went towards next year’s show, the annual trip to Magic Market, which is a fashion convention that is held in Las Vegas displaying retail vendors from all around the world.

“It’s nice to see the students working together and giving back to the community,” Instructor White, advisor for the production class, said.

Professor Bill Chandler and junior fashion merchandising major Oona Grizzel hosted this event. The lineup was broken down into themes, which included work and play, fun in the sun, club-hopping and enchanted evenings.

An added bonus to the lineup was hot couture, it showcasing designs from aspiring apparel designers Heidi Scheneberger and Kelley Road, both Central students.

“There was a lot of hard work that went into making things,” Scheneberger, senior apparel design major, said.

Scheneberger’s friends modeled her original designs, which included a black kimono with red pants and a blue flowered dress with a cream-colored embroidered jacket.

Road’s designs showcased wedding apparel and were also modeled by her family and friends.

“This show is something that we work towards all quarter and it gives an inside look for those interested in fashion merchandising,” Heidi Perala, sophomore fashion merchandising major, said.

May 24-30 Events

Thursday, May 24
-Open mic night at the Mint. 10 p.m. to close.
-Annual Staff Service Award Program. 1:15 p.m. in the Lombard Room.
-Drop-in Relaxation Group. 4:45 p.m., Student Health and Counseling Center, Wickerath Lounge.
-Balaam’s Ass Roaming Coffee Lounge. Live music, open mic, free espresso drinks (donations accepted). 7-10 p.m. in the Mary Grupe Center. Sponsored by Campus Ambassadors, call 925-3107 or 929-0362 for more details.

Friday, May 25
-Catholic Campus Ministry presents, “What Women Want.” 7 p.m.

Monday, May 28
-Memorial Day Holiday- NO SCHOOL!!
-May 28-June 8: Graduate Thesis and/or exhibits. Sarah Spurgeon Gallery.

Tuesday, May 29
-Speaker: Dr. Robert McGowan, “It is God’s will: Attribution patterns of Native West African and African American Athletes.” 4 p.m. in the Psychology Building, room 267.
-Live jazz at the Mint, “Something’s Not Right.” 10 p.m. to close.

Wednesday, May 30
-Theatre Arts presents, “Italian American Reconciliation.” 7 p.m., call 963-1774 for more details.
-Diversity Coalition Small Victories Awards dinner. e-mail rasulov@cwu.edu for more details.
-Catholic Campus Ministry barbecue. 5 p.m.
-Papa John’s Coffee House in the SUB. 8 p.m. in Club Central, free pizza and coffee sponsored by Starbucks and Papa John’s! For more information call Campus Life at 963-1511.

May 24-30 Events
A guide through the Seattle Opera House for first timers

by Jaimee Castaneda

The Seattle Center Opera House played host to A Day at the Opera, a community concert presented by Eddie Bauer, on Sunday May 20. This free event featured Luretta Bybee and Greer Grimsley, both renowned opera singers who have performed in operas throughout the United States and the Seattle Youth Symphony.

The staff greeted patrons at the door and handed out a program and an informational packet. It contained information that ranged from attire to opera language. It recommended specific books and movies to rent that would educate the viewer. The end result appreciation and maybe a love for the opera. The brochure also had an article on etiquette. Opera-goers are encouraged to wear anything casual, but some patrons dress formally. Being on time is very important because patrons will not be let in once the opera has begun.

The packet prepared the audience for the upcoming arias, an opera term for a solo. The event began with a brief introduction from Speight Jenkins, general director for the Seattle Opera, that introduced Lisa Bayne, senior vice president for Eddie Bauer, Inc. Starting off, Jenkins gave a brief summary that included the background information on each of the five arias that would be presented. He did the same for the five orchestral selections. Even though the selections were sung in Russian and French, translations were provided above the stage. Most operas are generally sung in Italian, German or French because they originated in Europe.

The crash course in opera 101 provided basic rules and guidelines for first time visitors to follow before attending an opera. Remember to bring the binoculars.
ORVs are O-U-T  
(in one hiker's opinion)

“Off-road vehicles have damaged every kind of ecosystem in the United States: sand dunes covered with American beach grass on Cape Cod; pine and Cypress woodlands in Florida; hardwood forests in Indiana; prairie grasslands in Montana; chaparral and sagebrush hills in Arizona; alpine meadows in Colorado; conifer forests in Washington; arctic tundra in Alaska. In some cases the wounds will heal naturally; in other ways they will not, at least not for millennia.” - White House Committee on Environmental Quality, 1979

A couple of decades ago the federal government, as well as outdoor enthusiasts of all types, realized that off-road vehicles (ORVs) were becoming a major problem in the US. Since then, the sales of ORVs have grown exponentially, as have the issues surrounding them.

Driving or riding an all-terrain vehicle, a four-wheel-drive vehicle, a four wheeler, snowmobile, or a dirtbike can be an exciting way to enjoy the outdoors in Washington State. However, motorized travel in the national forest is harmful to the environment and others who use this pristine wilderness. Motorized travel should not be allowed in the national forest.

ORV’s hurt nearly every aspect of the environment they are ridden in. Many of these problems extend beyond the immediate area surrounding the trails and into suburban areas such as the Kittitas Valley.

Most ORVs have noisy two-stroke engines which emit 25 to 30 percent of their unburned fuel and oil into the air or streams, or onto the ground. This is obviously an unacceptable amount of pollution that is released into the air we breathe and the water we drink. The effect of these pollutants on the ecosystem of the forest itself is even more detrimental. One snowmobile emits 1,000 times more pollution than a 1983 Chevrolet Corvair.

Tens of thousands of hikers visit Snow Lake near Snoqualmie Pass each year. However, the multitude of boots that tread on the trails to and around the lake do not have nearly the impact of the significantly fewer ORV wheels that tear up trails. The heavy, motorized vehicles compact the soil, crush plants and foliage, and cause erosion. Much of the fragile alpine flora in the national forests will be unable to regenerate after being repeatedly trampled by tires. In the fragile state the national forests are already in, further damage must be avoided at all costs.

The noise of the motorized vehicles disturbs wildlife nesting and breeding habits. The 2.2 million acre Wenatchee National Forest (WNF) offers many outdoor activities. ORVs are not allowed in any of the seven wilderness areas, including the Alpine Lakes Wilderness. However, ORV use is allowed on 1,500 miles of non-wilderness national forest lands, mostly on "multi-use" trails that are shared by hikers and riders.

The engine from a single ORV can be heard from at least one-half mile away, and up to two miles away. The steady whine of a dirtbike causes annoyance and takes away from the wilderness experience. A hiker can hear streams rushing over rocks, eagles crying, or enjoy the pristine silence that many escape to the national forests to hear.

Because ORV users do not have the weight constraint that hikers do, they are able to carry more provisions into the backcountry. More items taken in often means more items left behind. It is generally safe to assume that a hiker did not pack in a half-rack and leave crushed, charred cans behind. A hiker simply cannot afford the extra 144 ounces of weight that an ORV user can.

Last August, I hiked a portion of the County Line Trail in the WNF. This is a multi-use trail. Signs of motorized vehicles were clear to me. The trail was wide and flat and had significantly more litter and debris than the trails in the wilderness that are closed to ORVs. Often I heard the whine of a small engine. Each time I came to a blind corner I was afraid that a dirtbike or four-wheeler would race around the corner and plow into me as a hiker, sharing a multi-use trail with ORV’s decreased my enjoyment of the hike.

Not all ORV users want to crush small plants or pollute streams and lakes. Organizations such as the Pacific Northwest Four Wheel Drive Association takes steps to ensure that responsible riding takes place through a code which encourages riders to “leave that land and vegetation (as they) found it.” However, no matter how conscientious a rider is, there is no way to stop heavy wheels from taking a toll on the surrounding environment.

ORV use should not be eliminated. It’s thrilling to ride through rough terrain, and a great way to enjoy the outdoors. However, ORV use should be eliminated in the national forests. The environment is too fragile and the consequences of use too severe. Instead of damaging water sources, plant, air quality, wildlife habitat, trail quality and safety, ORVs should be used in private areas specifically for that use. The national forests are too precious a resource to damage.

The clouds raced overhead whipped by strong gusts of wind. Each passing cloud blocked the sun and then revealed it again a moment later. Malibu and I hiked uphill, stepping over burnt trees and sliding backward in loose talus and dirt.

Somewhere between ourselves and the violent atmosphere stood Yellowjacket Tower, a small but prominent piece of solid granite perched on top of a hill like a medieval castle.

The hike was fairly steep and quickly caused a burning sensation in my calves, but the goal ahead looked very much worth the painful approach.

As we came near to the base of the cliff the thin trail passed through a narrow canyon made by two granite formations. Scrambling over a short rocky section and ducking under a tree, we noticed an anchor made of webbing around a nearby tree. The loose rock and soft dirt underfoot, combined with the steep angle of the slope, made the anchor almost necessary on the way to the base of the tower.

At the base we chose our footing carefully. Balancing precariously on rocks and tufts of grass we donned our harnesses and shoes and made ready for the climb. The first pitch started as an uncomfortable scramble over rock and loose gravel. Several small trees added to the difficulty with snares made of roots and branches. Pushing my way through the tangled limbs I came out to a section of clean granite. Using a number of solid side pulls I cleared Malibu’s gear and approached the first belay station we were to use.

The station was a tree, wrapped in true alpine style, with a mass of brightly colored webbing. Clipping into as much of the webbing as I could get through my carabiner, I took a seat on the ledge neighboring the tree.

Malibu gathered his gear for the next pitch, and we cleared the rope of any potential snarls. From the belay the climb traversed to the left, and we noticed that there was a choice between climbing up to the traversing tree using the tree or passing through a small cave and popping up at the appropriate level. Malibu chose to climb up and over immediately, and from that point he walked to the base of the next pitch without needing any gear. Taking him off belay, I followed the casual route to the final block of granite that led to the summit.

Malibu had set a sling around a granite boulder near the base of the final pitch and we paused at this belay a moment to enjoy the scenery. Other parts of the Iceclad Creek area were covered in snow and shrouded in mist, and gave off a mysterious Lord of the Rings feeling. The wind lashed our clothing and faces as we stood, and after a few pictures we were ready to move on to the summit.

Malibu set a few pieces of protection and made it to the summit anchors in just a couple of minutes. After a brief pause while Tom put me on belay I followed the route up, smiling despite the icy wind that tore at my coat.

We took a few chilly moments to enjoy the view of Leavenworth and the surrounding formations along Iceclad Creek. Thoroughly satisfied with the view and the weather, we made a fairly uneventful belay back to the base and returned to the valley floor to climb some short pitches in a warm, sunny setting.

Although Yellowjacket Tower was not the most technically difficult or impressive climb it had some fun moves and great views and was certainly worth the effort.

Help save Clif Blum’s purple angus-tor population. Call 963-1073.

The clouds raced overhead whipped by strong gusts of wind. Each passing cloud blocked the sun and then revealed it again a moment later. Malibu set a few pieces of protection and made it to the summit anchors in just a couple of minutes. After a brief pause while Tom put me on belay I followed the route up, smiling despite the icy wind that tore at my coat.

We took a few chilly moments to enjoy the view of Leavenworth and the surrounding formations along Iceclad Creek. Thoroughly satisfied with the view and the weather, we made a fairly uneventful belay back to the base and returned to the valley floor to climb some short pitches in a warm, sunny setting.

Although Yellowjacket Tower was not the most technically difficult or impressive climb it had some fun moves and great views and was certainly worth the effort.

Help save Clif Blum’s purple angus-tor population. Call 963-1073.

The author rappels from Yellowjacket Tower under windy conditions (top). A well constructed anchor on the summit (top right). Yellowjacket Tower under windy conditions (top). A well constructed anchor on the summit (top right).
The spring intramural sports season is almost over. Continuing this week, teams are battling to claim the “It's all about the t-shirt” prize when it's all over. Every championship team in each division gets a t-shirt as a prize. Other sports like golf are not competitive, rather recreational. Participants receive prizes from the course clubhouse.

This quarter, the intramural program offered volleyball, softball, recreational golf, basketball, and soccer. Most of these had both men's and co-ed teams.

“So far, everything has been going pretty well. We haven't had any major problems; actually it's been pretty nice,” Steve Waldeck, director of the intramural program, said. “Most people seemed to enjoy the program.”

“It was fun to get out in the sunshine and play,” Caleb Shana said. His team is the Absolute-Softball team, which lost in the first round of the playoffs because they didn’t have their student ID's. Others had very high praises for the entire program.

Jason Steele is playing in almost every one of the competitive sports this quarter.

“Compared to other colleges, the program here is much better,” Steele said.
Look Pa, I got a big 'un

Meredith Willingham
Staff reporter

* Last Wednesday, I saw the weather report calling for sunny skies and warm temperatures, so I decided to break out the fishing poles and nightcrawlers and make a trip to the fishing holes around Ellensburg. I am not an experienced fisherman by any means, but I did grow up with a dad who is a native about fly-fishing. Some of my best family vacation memories are sitting by a stream in the mountains and fishing with salmon eggs while my dad spoke to the fish in his own fly-fisherman language. He is of the type that says fly-fishing is an art that takes years to perfect. After 20 years, I had caught the bug. I wanted to go again on the next nice weekend we had. Unfortunately, there aren't very many of those nice weekends to be had here in Ellensburg, so the next chance I had was last weekend.

On Saturday, my friend decided salmon fishing would be a good idea to start out the weekend. The chances of me actually reeling in a salmon were very slim, but the weather seemed nice, so I went.

We drove to Roza Dam, which is about a 35-minute drive down the Yakima Canyon. We tried unsuccessfully to go down to the actual dam to fish right below it, but a slew of government "Keep Out" signs prevented us from getting any closer. The actual legal spot for salmon fishing was 3,500 feet downriver from the dam, so we drove about five minutes away and stopped at the mouth of the canyon in sight of Selah.

After we found a place to park, we put some smelly frozen herring on some giant hooks and cast them into the water. Sitting on a little rock island in the middle of the river, I had the chance to just sit and enjoy the beauty of the Yakima, and wait for some salmon to take a bite. It only took an hour for our solitude to be broken by massive wind gusts and a local Selah man and his son coming down to fish.

The little boy had just learned how to cast, but was more interested in learning how far his pole would bend than caring about other people fishing right beside him. He started jumping up and down and screaming after awhile because he thought he had a fish, but he had only caught a white line and tangled them up. Now, I know from my father that that is just one thing that is forbidden in fishing etiquette. You can fish right next to someone, but you do not physically disturb their fishing experience. We packed up our stuff and left in disgust after the kid snagged our line for the fourth time. I did get to talk to the kid's dad, and he informed me that people had been catching salmon like crazy up near our spot. The guy seemed like he wanted to tell me everything he knew about fishing, but since we hadn't gotten even a bite after two hours, we headed back in the direction of Ellensburg.

As we drove, it seemed like the wind got stronger the closer that we got to Ellensburg. I wanted to at least try to catch something, so we went to an unnamed pond about half a mile past Millpond Manor, and squished some Powerbait into the water. Sitting in the middle of the river, I had the chance to just sit and enjoy the beauty of the Yakima, and wait for some salmon to take a bite. It only took an hour for our solitude to be broken by massive wind gusts and a local Selah man and his son coming down to fish.

The little boy had just learned how to cast, but was more interested in learning how far his pole would bend than caring about other people fishing right beside him. He started jumping up and down and screaming after awhile because he thought he had a fish, but he had only caught a white line and tangled them up. Now, I know from my father that that is just one thing that is forbidden in fishing etiquette. You can fish right next to someone, but you do not physically disturb their fishing experience. We packed up our stuff and left in disgust after the kid snagged our line for the fourth time. I did get to talk to the kid's dad, and he informed me that people had been catching salmon like crazy up near our spot. The guy seemed like he wanted to tell me everything he knew about fishing, but since we hadn't gotten even a bite after two hours, we headed back in the direction of Ellensburg.

As we drove, it seemed like the wind got stronger the closer that we got to Ellensburg. I wanted to at least try to catch something, so we went to an unnamed pond about half a mile past Millpond Manor, and squished some Powerbait into the water. I didn't think we lasted 10 minutes because of the severity of the wind. We decided that it would be best to just try again the next day.

It seemed to be sunnier and calmer when we arrived at Florio Pond the next day. The pond can sometimes be elbow to elbow with hordes of people, but Sunday seemed to be halfway decent in terms of amount of people. Those hordes of fishing regulars probably already knew what we soon found out: the fish weren't biting that day, at least not in that pond.

I was determined to catch some fish, so we took a couple of worms and left Florio for Helen McCabe State Park. The weather was still absolutely perfect and I couldn't have hoped for better fishing weather. I put a big juicy worm on my hook, and as soon as my bobber hit the water, I had a bite. I didn't hook one on the first few bites, but after about half a minute, I had my first catch of the weekend. It wasn't anything very impressive; just a "pumpkinseed," or a little ugly bluegill fish. The pond was teeming with them, and before the day was done, I had hooked over 20 of them.

I was very proud of the fact that I learned how to cast a fish off the hook. As a little girl, I had always had daddy do it, and my fishing partner took out the first 10 or so. I didn't want to bug him so much, so I decided to suck it up and touch some cold, smelly fish. I am sure those fish hated me, but I didn't use anything; I just wanted to figure out the right angle to draw the hook out.

After we got tired of throwing back those dinky little fish, we decided to call it quits for the weekend. I hadn't caught anything quite as glamorous as a salmon, but I had fun and got a little bit of sun in the process. I didn't have any kind of spiritual awakening while I was sitting on the Yakima either. I did forget some stressful final projects and exams waiting for me back home while I was relaxing and waiting for the fish to bite. Now I did get something back from the river like my dad has always said. I made my dad proud.
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Q & A with with Mario Andaya

Transfer student Jessica Scott takes some pointers from head volleyball coach Mario Andaya. The Wildcats will start their season with a match against California State University at Bakersfield on August 24.

by Dana Estes
Staff reporter

Central Washington University's head volleyball coach heads into his seventh year of coaching with high hopes. With a strong returning team coming off a positive season and a new conference to compete in, hopes are high for the Wildcats.

Observer: What positive aspects will the team take from last fall season, and this spring season?

Andaya: We have a lot of positive things that came out of last fall. Experience is the main thing we want to carry over. Some of our sophomore players had breakout seasons, like Carolyn Mines and Cirena Laurence. Some of the younger role players did too. They brought that experience into this spring season. The team had a very good spring season and we hope to carry that over to next year. With our two seniors, Kati Osgul and Kim Werkun, we should have a very mature squad.

Observer: What are the team’s goals for next year?

Andaya: Next season we want to make a run at the conference title. With the new athletic conference we’re in, the Great Northwest Conference, the Hawaii schools are out, so the conference title is up for grabs. Between BYU Hawaii and Hawaii Pacific, they’ve won the last three national championships so it was tough getting out of conference. Next year the conference is wide open, and the winner of the conference gets an automatic bid. We did well at conference, which was key last year, so we expect do the same thing this year and hopefully give it a good run.

Observer: Did recruiting help to fill any holes that my have been left by losing key players?

Andaya: We lost Kari St. Martin, our all-conference setter, so that was kind of a question mark, but we recruited Courtney Patrick, a transfer student from Columbus Basin. We also have Tess Weigel, our back-up setter from last year coming back. She’ll be a key part to our offense, so we’ll be strong at that position.

Observer: What are the main improvements that the team needs to make?

Andaya: We need to get a little tougher defensively to match up better against crucial competition such as Western Washington and Seattle Pacific.

Observer: What are the team’s main strengths?

Andaya: Our main strengths right now are blocking: we are one of the top blocking teams, and we have a lot of versatile attackers. We have our setting shored up for next year so we’ll have a lot of offensive power to go to.
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Observer: What are the team’s goals for next year?

Andaya: Next season we want to make a run at the conference title. With the new athletic conference we’re in, the Great Northwest Conference, the Hawaii schools are out, so the conference title is up for grabs. Between BYU Hawaii and Hawaii Pacific, they’ve won the last three national championships so it was tough getting out of conference. Next year the conference is wide open, and the winner of the conference gets an automatic bid. We did well at conference, which was key last year, so we expect to do the same thing this year and hopefully give it a good run.

Observer: Did recruiting help to fill any holes that may have been left by losing key players?

Andaya: We lost Kari St. Martin, our all-conference setter, so that was kind of a question mark, but we recruited Courtney Patrick, a transfer student from Columbus Basin. We also have Tess Weigel, our back-up setter from last year coming back. She’ll be a key part to our offense, so we’ll be strong at that position.

Observer: What are the main improvements that the team needs to make?

Andaya: We need to get a little tougher defensively to match up better against crucial competition such as Western Washington and Seattle Pacific.

Observer: What are the team’s main strengths?

Andaya: Our main strengths right now are blocking: we are one of the top blocking teams, and we have a lot of versatile attackers. We have our setting shored up for next year so we’ll have a lot of offensive power to go to.

FINISH OFF MY LEASE & Live in the best apartments in town! Lease ends July 15. Warming to sublet. Call Tim in University Court: 933-2314

SUMMER JOB! Lead teen hiking, Mt. biking & leadership programs for boys and girls in the San Juans and Cascades. Requirements: Female, 21+, License. Benefits: Room, Board & Salary. Mid-June to Mid-August. Contact Dustin @ YMCA Camp Dudley, (509) 248-1202
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Three members of Central Washington University’s team have qualified for the meet with a personal best in the 5,000 meters. The national meet will be comprised of about 500 athletes from across the country.

Amy Farrey will run the 5,000 meters and holds down the seventh place finishes. She has shown in her last few practices that they are at their peak performance level and both of them have a good shot at being All-American.

Sophomore All-American Alicen Maier had provisional marks in the 800, 1,500 and 3,000 meters, but will not compete at the national meet due to nagging leg injuries.

“Alicen would have made it into the national meet in all three events,” Adkisson said. “She wouldn’t have been able to compete the way she is capable of because of her injuries, so it was the best decision to let her body recover.”

The national meet will be comprised of about 500 athletes from across the country.

Both have competed in the last two cross country national meets, in which they played an integral role in Central’s tenth place finishes. “Both Amy and Sarah are ready to have huge races,” Adkisson said. “They have shown in their last few practices that they are at their peak performance level and both of them have a good shot at being All-American.”

Erik is right where he needs to be performance wise,” head coach Kevin Adkisson said. “He is poised to do very well this weekend.”

Sophomore All-American Sarah Farrey ranks eleventh in the nation in the 3,000 meters. They have shown in their last few practices that they are at their peak performance level and both of them have a good shot at being All-American.

Sprint PCS introduces Total Digital Connections.

Total wireless freedom. Plans start at $59.99.

Now, for the first time ever, a service plan that lets you decide. Instead of telling you how to use your minutes, Sprint PCS Total Digital Connections just gives them to you-and you can use them any way and anywhere you want on our nationwide network. And all of these useful features are always included:

Nationwide Long Distance call to anywhere in the country from anywhere on our nationwide network of over 300 major metropolitan areas.

Sprint PCS Voice Command Just say a name, and the phone does the rest. You can call 500 people on any Sprint PCS Phone.

Sprint PCS Wireless Web Access e-mail and information in real time, right off the Internet. Now with America Online and the AOL Instant Messenger service.

And, of course, crystal-clear calls.

The clear alternative to cellular.

SprintPCS

Coming next week...

The results of the Wildcat tracksters’ bout at nationals

SPRING INTRAMURAL RESULTS

A preview of all the fall sports at Central

Messages from your favorite sports editor and her faithful assistant

THE TRIUMPHANT RETURN OF DUMB SPORTS QUOTES

One time, at summer camp...

A comparison of local golf courses